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ABSTRACT

In small RNA (smRNA) sequencing studies, highly
abundant molecules such as adapter dimer prod-
ucts and tissue-specific microRNAs (miRNAs) inhibit
accurate quantification of lowly expressed species.
We previously developed a method to selectively de-
plete highly abundant miRNAs. However, this method
does not deplete adapter dimer ligation products
that, unless removed by gel-separation, comprise
most of the library. Here, we have adapted and mod-
ified recently described methods for CRISPR/Cas9–
based Depletion of Abundant Species by Hybridiza-
tion (‘DASH’) to smRNA-seq, which we have termed
miRNA and Adapter Dimer––DASH (MAD-DASH). In
MAD-DASH, Cas9 is complexed with single guide
RNAs (sgRNAs) targeting adapter dimer ligation
products, alongside highly expressed tissue-specific
smRNAs, for cleavage in vitro. This process dra-
matically reduces adapter dimer and targeted sm-
RNA sequences, can be multiplexed, shows min-
imal off-target effects, improves the quantification
of lowly expressed miRNAs from human plasma
and tissue derived RNA, and obviates the need for
gel-separation, greatly increasing sample through-
put. Additionally, the method is fully customizable
to other smRNA-seq preparation methods. Like de-
pletion of ribosomal RNA for mRNA-seq and mito-
chondrial DNA for ATAC-seq, our method allows for
greater proportional read-depth of non-targeted se-
quences.

INTRODUCTION

Small RNAs (smRNAs) are a diverse class of RNA
molecules, including microRNAs (miRNAs), transfer
RNAs (tRNAs), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), Y-RNA
and many others, that have diverse roles in biological
processes (1,2). miRNAs are particularly well-studied due

to their role as post-transcriptional regulators of gene
expression in many biological processes (3–5), and altered
expression of smRNAs has been implicated in many
disease pathologies (6–11). Consequently, there is a need
for methods that can precisely and accurately measure
smRNAs.

Although smRNAs are measurable with techniques such
as quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and hy-
bridization based methods, sequencing of smRNA libraries
has distinct advantages due to its relative high-throughput
and sensitive detection of numerous smRNA species (12–
14). Additionally, because it allows for agnostic detection
of unknown species, novel smRNAs and sequence vari-
ation of known smRNAs (such as miRNA isoMirs) can
be assessed. Nevertheless, technical challenges in library
preparation limit throughput and can lower library qual-
ity. In many protocols, documented ligation biases result-
ing from the use of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-turnover
deficient truncated T4 RNA Ligase 2 and specific adapter
sequences combined with preferential ligation of overabun-
dant sequences can limit accuracy and make the detection
of non-favored or lowly expressed smRNAs difficult (15–
19). However, it is important to note that because these liga-
tion biases are largely sequence specific, in principle they do
not affect inter-sample fold changes with consistent adapter
use (16,20,21). Thus, differential expression, and not abso-
lute quantification, is typically the outcome of interest in
smRNA sequencing studies. In addition to issues of lig-
ation bias, the formation of large quantities of unwanted
adapter dimer ligation product necessitates time- and labor-
intensive removal steps via denaturing gel-electrophoresis,
as such dimers are only ∼20–30 bp smaller than many de-
sired sequences such as miRNAs.

Targeted reduction of specific sequences from sequenc-
ing libraries is frequently employed to enrich for sequences
of interest, such as with rRNA- or globin-RNA reduction
from mRNA-sequencing libraries. Recently, we and oth-
ers have demonstrated techniques to deplete-specific sm-
RNA sequences from sequencing libraries by using block-
ing oligonucleotides that prevent 5′ adapter ligation, ef-
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fectively preventing further incorporation of these targets
in downstream library construction (22,23). While very ef-
fective, both strategies have limitations, such as off-targets
due to sequence similarity, particularly in the seed re-
gion of non-targeted miRNAs with hairpin-oligo block-
ing. Additionally, neither of these methods address excess
adapter dimer ligation products, and thus still require the
use of denaturing gel separation of library products be-
fore sequencing. Strategies using locked nucleic acid oli-
gos have been employed to prevent adapter dimer forma-
tion with some limited success (24). Currently, the most ef-
fective means of adapter dimer prevention or removal dur-
ing smRNA sequencing has been demonstrated with liga-
tion free template-switching protocols or chemically mod-
ified adapters that sterically inhibit ligation of the 3′ and
5′ adapters to each other and inhibit adapter dimer reverse
transcription (25,26). Because adapter dimer formation is
limited, these strategies allow for the use of SPRI-bead
based size selection in place of gel separation, which greatly
increases library preparation throughput. While very effec-
tive at a range of RNA input concentrations, the chemi-
cal modifications’ efficacy appears to have some adapter-
sequence specificity, which, combined with reported neces-
sity of custom reaction conditions, may limit their use in
other custom or commercial smRNA protocols (26). In ad-
dition, these methods also do not allow for the targeted re-
moval of endogenous smRNAs, requiring additional exper-
imental methods or greater sequencing depth to allow mea-
surement of lowly abundant smRNAs in the background
of a few highly abundant species. Considering the benefits
and limitations of these approaches, a single method that
can efficiently remove both unwanted smRNAs and adapter
dimer from smRNA libraries in a customizable manner
would be tremendously useful.

New genome- and epigenome-editing tools based on
repurposing the CRISPR/Cas9 (clustered regularly inter-
spersed short palindromic repeats/Cas9) bacterial immune
system have many potential uses (27,28). The Cas9 nuclease,
when complexed with a short RNA oligonucleotide known
as a single guide RNA, or sgRNA, can induce double-
stranded breaks (DSBs) at specific sgRNA complementary
locations. The low-cost and easily programmable nature of
the CRISPR/Cas9 system has led to its use in a variety of
applications, such as generation of transgenic animals and
cell lines and pooled genome-wide screening (29–31)

Recently, CRISPR/Cas9 has been repurposed as a pro-
grammable restriction enzyme to direct cleavage in a more
precise and customized manner than conventional restric-
tion enzymes, allowing for innovations in cloning and se-
quencing of complex repeat regions (32–34). Methods us-
ing CRISPR/Cas9 as a restriction enzyme have been used
to selectively deplete overabundant sequences in a process
termed Depletion of Abundant Sequences by Hybridiza-
tion (DASH) using CRISPR/Cas9 (35). DASH was used
to remove targets such as ribosomal RNA (rRNA) from
mRNA-seq and wild-type KRAS background sequence
from cancer samples by directing their targeted cleavage
and preventing their further amplification and sequenc-
ing. Similarly, other groups have applied this process to
other assays such as the reduction of mitochondrial DNA
from ATAC-seq libraries via CARM (CRISPR-Assisted

Removal of Mitochondrial DNA) (36,37). Here, we have
adapted the DASH method to deplete adapter dimer and
highly abundant miRNAs from smRNA-seq libraries in a
process we have termed miRNA and Adapter Dimer - De-
pletion of Abundant Sequences by Hybridization (MAD-
DASH). MAD-DASH effectively removes these sequences
either alone or in combination, increasing proportional
read depth of non-targeted species and dramatically im-
proving library construction throughput by enabling SPRI
bead size-selection instead of denaturing gels with read
depth equivalence achieved when using as low as 50 ng
RNA input. We identify improvements in the rational de-
sign of adapter sequences governing MAD-DASH efficacy
and demonstrate the utility of this method for blood based,
low-input smRNA-seq biomarker studies with the removal
of adapter dimer and a known highly abundant erythrocyte
contaminant miRNA from human plasma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Total RNA isolation from plasma

Peripheral blood sample collections for the isolation of
RNA from human plasma were performed as previously
described (22) in accordance with the Institutional Review
Board at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Briefly,
each collection 5 ml of blood was drawn, centrifuged at 2200
g for 10 min to isolate plasma and then stored at −80◦C un-
til further use. Total RNA was isolated from 1 ml thawed
plasma using the Plasma/Serum Circulating and Exosomal
RNA Purification Kit (Slurry Format) (Norgen Biotek) and
concentrated to 20 �l using the RNA Clean-Up and Con-
centration Kit (Norgen Biotek). To limit sample variation
between MAD-DASH replicate groups, plasma RNA from
multiple donors was combined prior to library construc-
tion.

Cas9 and MAD-DASH sgRNA preparation

Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (5 �g/�l, 30 �M) was pur-
chased from PNABio (CPO2). sgRNAs were designed
as described in the main text with full sequences listed
in Supplementary Table S1. sgRNAs were constructed
following previously described methods (38). Briefly, T7
promoter containing single stranded oligos (Integrated
DNA Technologies) corresponding to each sgRNA were
annealed to a consistent tracrRNA sequence to generate
a double-stranded sgRNA DNA template of the form
[TAATACGACTCACTATAGG-N20-GTTTTAGAGCT
AGAAATAGCAAGTT-AAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTT
ATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCGGTGC
TTTT] wherein the N20 is the sgRNA sequence. Except
where indicated, sgRNAs had three 5′ G nucleotides
appended to their sequence for efficient transcription when
used as a template for in vitro transcription (IVT) with the
MEGAshortscript T7 Transcription Kit (Invitrogen), per
manufacturer’s instructions. IVT was carried out with 1
�g template at 37◦C for 16 h, treated with 1 �l TURBO
DNASE (Invitrogen) for 15 min, heat inactivated at 95◦C
for 10 min and the transcribed RNA was cleaned up using
the MEGAclear Transcription Clean-up Kit (Invitrogen).
sgRNAs were quantified using Broad Range RNA Qubit
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(Invitrogen), normalized to 1.5 �g/�l (46.5 �M) and stored
in single-use aliquots at −80oC. Multiplex 5′ adapter dimer
targeting sgRNAs were pooled evenly before freezing.

MAD-DASH small RNA sequencing

Small RNA sequencing was performed as described pre-
viously (22), with modifications to incorporate the MAD-
DASH protocol. A full, detailed MAD-DASH smRNA-seq
protocol including sgRNA preparation is provided in the
Supplemental Methods. Oligos for MAD-DASH smRNA-
seq were from Integrated DNA Technologies and are listed
in Supplementary Table S1. Briefly, replicate libraries for
each treatment condition were generated from 4 �l isolated
total RNA from either human plasma (n = 3 or 4 each con-
dition) or 50 ng purchased Human Brain Total RNA (n
= 2 each condition) (Invitrogen), with no initial size selec-
tion. Except where indicated, no cleanup or dilution steps
were performed and in general products from one step in
the protocol were used as direct input into the next step.
RNA was used as input in a ligation reaction (25◦C for 1
h) with 10 �M pre-adenylated 3′ adapter ligation reaction
and 1 �l T4 RNA Ligase2, truncated (NEB). This ligation
product was then annealed with the 1 �l 10 �M RT primer
at 25◦C for 1 h. A 5′ adapter ligation was performed at 25◦C
for 1 h using 1 �l T4 RNA Ligase 1 (NEB) and 1 �l 20
�M multiplex 5′ adapter pool or the modified 5′ adapter
(pre-denatured at 70◦C for 2 min). The 5′ adapter ligated
products were split 1:2 before reverse transcription. Reverse
transcription of ligation products (11 �l) was performed us-
ing Superscript II Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) before
performing four cycles of PCR (PCR1) using Phusion 2×
High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (NEB) with cycling con-
ditions of 94◦C for 30 s, four cycles of 94◦C for 10 s and
72◦C for 45 s and a final extension at 65◦C for 5 min. PCR
products (50 �l total) were cleaned and concentrated to 10
�l using 1.8× (90 �l) Agencourt AMPure XP SPRI Beads
(Beckman-Coulter).

To perform the adapter dimer or hsa-miR-16–5p MAD-
DASH, we followed the instructions from PNABio with
modification for incorporation into our smRNA-seq work-
flow. For a MAD-DASH reaction volume of 20 �l, 1 �l 30
�M Cas9 was pre-incubated with 5 �l 46.5 �M of sgRNA,
2 �l 10× NEBuffer3.1 (NEB) and 2 �l 10× bovine serum
albumin (NEB) at 37◦C for 15 min before combining with
the 10 �l sample DNA and incubating at 37◦C for 2 h. Af-
ter 2 h, 1 �l 4 �g/�l RNAseA (NEB) was added to remove
sgRNA (37◦C for 15 min) followed by 1 �l 800 U/ml (20
�g/�l) Proteinase K (NEB) (37◦C for 15 min, 95◦C for 15
min) to rapidly inactivate Cas9. We found this incubation
with Proteinase K to be critical for library yield, as Cas9 not
only has extremely high DNA-binding when not complexed
to an sgRNA, but also as described in the main text there
was significant non-target competitive-binding when using
adapter dimer targeting sgRNAs. Other methods of Cas9
inactivation including heat (65◦C or 95◦C) or STOP Solu-
tion (30% glycerol, 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate SDS), 250
mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), pH 8.0) were
less effective or resulted in significant reductions in final li-
brary yield (Supplementary Figure S1). Proteinase K inacti-
vation at 95◦C was critical, as the post-Proteinase K-treated

samples were immediately used to perform a second round
of PCR amplification (PCR2) for 11 cycles using identical
cycling conditions. Proteinase K treatment and inactivation
rendered post-MAD-DASH sample cleanup prior to PCR2
unnecessary.

Following PCR2, samples were once again cleaned up
with AMPure XP beads. Gel extraction samples were
cleaned up with 1.8× (90 �l) beads to concentrate them to
facilitate loading into gel electrophoresis wells. Denaturing
gel electrophoresis with 10% TBE-Urea Mini-PROTEAN
gels (Bio-Rad) and extraction were performed as described
previously for miRNA 145 bp band samples. For gel ex-
tracted smRNA region samples, the only difference was we
extracted the ∼75 bp region between the ∼125 bp adapter
dimer band and 200 bp band (rRNA) as opposed to just the
145 bp miRNA-library band. To account for this larger gel
slice, we doubled our gel soaking solution (2 ml 5M Ammo-
nium Acetate, 2 ml 1% SDS solution, 4 �l 0.5M EDTA, 16
ml RNAse/DNAse free dH20) step (2 h at 70◦C) and sub-
sequent addition of 100% isopropanol volumes to 600 �l
to precipitate the DNA overnight. DNA was washed with
ice-cold 80% ethanol before resuspending in 10 �l dH20.
Samples prepared without gel extraction were cleaned up
with 0.9× (45 �l) and 1.8× (90 �l) AMPure bead volumes
serially to size select region roughly equivalent to smRNA
region gel extraction, i.e. below 200 bp. These samples were
eluted in eluting in 20 �l dH20 and we refer to them in text
simply as ‘bead cleanup samples’.

Libraries were quantified with the KAPA Library Quan-
tification Kit for Illumina (KAPA Biosystems) and nor-
malized to 5 nM concentration. MAD-DASH smRNA-seq
libraries were combined (2 �l for adapter dimer MAD-
DASH samples and 1 �l of samples without adapter
dimer depletion to prevent adding proportionally too much
adapter dimer to the flow cell) to yield a final 5 nM to-
tal pool. MAD-DASH smRNA-seq library pools from (i)
AMPure bead cleaned-up brain RNA samples (ii) smRNA
region gel-extracted brain RNA samples or (iii) smRNA re-
gion gel-extracted plasma samples were sequenced on two
lanes each on an Illumina HiSeq2500 with single-end 50
bp reads according to standard Illumina protocols. MAD-
DASH smRNA-seq library pool consisting of AMPure
bead cleaned-up plasma samples and miRNA band gel-
extracted plasma samples were sequenced together on an
Illumina NextSeq with single-end 75 bp reads according to
standard Illumina protocols.

Data analysis

Data analysis was performed as previously described (22)
with minor modifications to incorporate MAD-DASH-
specific details. FASTQs were demultiplexed using custom
index sequences and adapter sequences were trimmed us-
ing Cutadapt (39). Sequences <15 bp after adapter trim-
ming were separated into a ‘Short Fail’ FASTQ, from which
adapter dimer reads (corresponding to a blank sequence
line, i.e. trimmed read length of 0 bp) and non-adapter
dimer short fail reads were collected. Trimmed reads were
aligned to pre-miRNA sequences (miRBase v19 (40)) using
Bowtie2 (41) with only two mismatches allowed and keep-
ing only unique best alignments. Mature miRNA counts
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were determined by counting the aligned pre-miRNA reads
overlapping mature miRNA boundaries using BEDTools
(42). Trimmed reads that did not align to miRNAs con-
tained other smRNA sequences and were designated as
‘non-miRNA usable reads’ for purposes of read fraction
calculations. Statistical analysis was performed using the
R statistical software package (version 3.4.0). For plotting
comparisons between groups, replicate libraries were down-
sampled to equivalent counts and summed before down-
sampling again with the compared group to yield an equiv-
alent number of aligned reads between groups and then
transforming to counts-per-million. Read fraction calcu-
lations were composed of all miRNA aligned reads, non-
miRNA usable reads, short fail reads and adapter dimer
reads and performed using the above process to gener-
ate CPM. Average read fractions were used for plotting
purposes, while fold changes and Benjamini–Hochberg ad-
justed P-values (FDR) were determined with DESeq2 (43)
with local dispersion estimates and likelihood ratio tests.
DESeq2 (with identical parameters) was also used to deter-
mine differential miRNA and adapter dimer reads between
samples using only miRNA reads and adapter dimer reads
with the above downsampling process without summing
group replicates prior to between group downsampling. Sig-
nificant differential read abundance was defined as a BH
adjusted P-value (FDR) < 0.05. Pairwise fold-changes and
separate treatment group dispersion estimates were also cal-
culated with DESeq2 as above, with dispersions plotted us-
ing the smooth.spline() function in R after removing NA
values.

Adapter dimer quantitative PCR in human plasma MAD-
DASH libraries

qPCR primers were designed to specifically amplify adapter
dimer sequences from either multiplex 5′ adapter 1 or the
modified 5′ adapter and so they would be incapable of am-
plifying cleaved adapter dimer sequences (Supplementary
Figure S2). Primer sequences are listed in Supplementary
Table S1. qPCR was performed using the QuantStudio 6
Flex System (Applied Biosystems) with Power SYBR Green
Master Mix (Invitrogen) in 10 �l reactions using post-PCR2
samples diluted 1:10 000 in KAPA diluent (10 mM Tris–
HCl, pH 8.0 + 0.05% Tween 20). Absolute adapter dimer
concentration in nM was calculated using a standard curve
generated from a synthetic adapter dimer library (Supple-
mentary Table S1). Multiplex adapter dimer amounts were
multiplied by four to account for the other three adapter
dimer sequences resulting from the equimolar multiplex 5′
adapters. Data analysis was performed using R and com-
parisons between treated and untreated replicate adapter
dimer amounts were performed using an unpaired two-
sided Wilcox test with significance set as P < 0.05.

RESULTS

Overview of MAD-DASH

To overcome the experimental limitations and low-
throughput of our standard smRNA-seq workflow (22)
caused by excessive adapter dimer and overabundant
miRNAs, we sought to adapt the DASH procedure to

smRNA-seq (Figure 1A). However, technical differences
in smRNA-seq library preparation compared to that of
RNA-seq used in DASH required several important modi-
fications to the DASH procedure. First, because the Cas9
enzyme almost exclusively depends on double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA) for efficient nuclease activity (44), DASH
performs CRISPR/Cas9 in vitro digestion after mRNA
cDNA second-strand synthesis before library amplifica-
tion. However, in most smRNA-seq workflows, smRNA
cDNA generated in a first-strand synthesis is immediately
amplified in PCR to generate dsDNA libraries. Because
Cas9 is a single-turnover enzyme (45), it is critical that in
vitro digestion occurs before full amplification to ensure
sufficient reduction of target sequences. Therefore, to
generate dsDNA libraries amenable to CRISPR/Cas9
targeting, we performed a first PCR with a limited number
of cycles (four) before performing MAD-DASH and then
further amplifying with a second round of PCR (eleven
cycles). Given the single-turnover nature of Cas9 enzymatic
activity, this approach ensures the presence of dsDNA
required for Cas9 in vitro digestion while also maintaining
a low DNA-to-Cas9 ratio necessary for efficient targeted
sequence removal.

Another issue we considered in developing MAD-DASH
is the considerably restricted targetable sequence space. Un-
like targeting ribosomal RNA derived cDNA or mitochon-
drial DNA with hundreds of possible PAM sites, smRNA-
seq adapters are usually ∼25–30 bp in length and the lo-
cation of PAM sites and possible sgRNAs is limited. Criti-
cally, successful targeting of adapter dimer sequences must
incorporate sufficient base pair sequence from both the 5′
adapter and the 3′ adapter to prevent off-target cleavage of
the rest of the library, which has both a 5′ and 3′ adapter lig-
ated to it. In our smRNA-seq workflow, we use an equimo-
lar pool of four 5′ adapters with a consistent region and a
unique 3′ 6 bp base-diverse region to improve smRNA lig-
ation efficiency (predicated on improved adapter–RNA hy-
bridization and resulting favorable ligation cofold structure
(16)). To deplete adapter dimer sequences, we designed four
unique sgRNAs targeting each possible adapter dimer using
a ‘CGG’ PAM site found in the consistent region of the 5′
adapters’ minus strand (Figure 1B). We reasoned that these
sgRNAs have a balanced 10 bp of sequence complementar-
ity to both their respective 5′ and 3′ adapter sequences and
should thus limit off-target cleavage to smRNAs with signif-
icant 5′ sequence similarity to the 5′ end of the 3′ adapter. To
confirm our sgRNA designs selectively and effectively de-
plete adapter dimer sequences, we performed Cas9 in vitro
digestion of synthetic adapter dimer sequences prior to im-
plementation in the full MAD-DASH protocol (Supple-
mentary Figure S3).

A significant benefit of MAD-DASH relative to other
adapter dimer depletion methods is the ability to also de-
plete specific smRNAs from the library. Similar to depletion
of adapter dimer, removal of highly abundant miRNAs such
as hsa-miR-16–5p (46) dramatically improves detection of
more lowly expressed smRNA species. Utilizing the ‘CGG’
PAM site at the 5′ end of our 3′ adapter allows for highly
specific targeting of smRNAs using their 3′-most ∼20 bp
sequence (Figure 1B) with minimal dependence on adapter
nucleotides. We also devised a modified miRNA MAD-
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Targeting sgRNA

Adapter-Dimer sgRNAs
(targets library (-) strand)

...TCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTXXXXXXACGGGCTAATATTTATCGGTGG...

5’  Multiplex Adapter
(X6 = 4 Unique 6 bp Sequences)

3’ Adapter

GGG

20 bp Adapter Dimer sgRNAs
 (AD1-AD4)
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gRNA target sequence

...TCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTXXXXXXTAGCAGCACGTAAATATTGGCGACGGGCTAATATTTATCGGTGG...
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GGG

21 bp hsa-miR-16-5p 
sgRNA
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hsa-miR-16-5p sgRNA
(targets library (+) strand)

A

B

Figure 1. Depletion of adapter dimer and overabundant miRNAs with MAD-DASH. (A) MAD-DASH employs Cas9 and adapter dimer- or miRNA-
specific sgRNAs to selectively deplete these sequences from final libraries. Cleaved sequences will not amplify during the second round of PCR amplification,
and are also no longer suitable substrates for bridge amplification during Illumina sequencing (though they will still be able to bind to the flow-cell using
the P5/P7 sequences remaining on each cleaved library). (B) Design of adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p sgRNAs using available pre-existing PAM sites
on our smRNA-seq 5′- and 3′-adapters. Adapter dimer targeting sgRNAs use a minus strand ‘NGG’ and have 10 bp of homology to both the 5′- and 3′
adapter, ensuring target cleavage specificity for adapter dimer sequences. hsa-miR-16–5p uses a 3′ PAM site one base away from the 3′––adapter ligation
junction, which can be generalized to other smRNAs and provides highly specific targeting while minimizing off-targets. Shown are only the plus strand of
non-PCR tailed sequences. Green boxes indicate the plus strand sequence corresponding to sgRNA location in the dsDNA library, while the yellow box
indicates the plus strand location of the ‘NGG’ PAM in the dsDNA library. sgRNA location is depicted in blue along with the three 5′ ‘G’ nucleotides
necessary for high levels of T7 in vitro transcription.
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DASH sgRNA targeting strategy that shows similar efficacy
to the 3′ adapter PAM sgRNAs on synthetic miRNA li-
braries using truncated sgRNAs (47) and amenable miRNA
internal PAM sites (present in ∼26% of human mature miR-
NAs annotated in miRBase v21) (Supplementary Figure
S4).

Finally, we considered the dynamics of the inverse rela-
tionship between RNA input amount and adapter dimer
formation and its effect on MAD-DASH design. In gen-
eral, low RNA inputs lead to greater adapter dimer for-
mation, which can be especially pronounced in the ∼1–10
ng/�l range of RNA from many common clinical bioflu-
ids (often comprising >90% of the amplified library in
our experience). Frequently, the dilution of adapters prior
to ligation reactions is employed as a means of reducing
adapter dimer formation, even when using chemically mod-
ified adapters. However, we find that high molar excess
of both 3′ and 5′ adapters (10 and 20 �M, respectively)
is necessary to drive ligation reaction efficiency and more
accurate quantification (Supplementary Figure S5). Con-
versely, there is a direct relationship to RNA input and
targeted miRNA species. Therefore, both high- and low-
RNA inputs will face specific challenges regarding sufficient
removal of abundant miRNAs or adapter dimer, respec-
tively. To demonstrate the effectiveness of adapter dimer-
and miRNA-targeting MAD-DASH in the low RNA-input
range used in many clinical sequencing projects, we have
constructed smRNA-seq libraries from total brain RNA
(50 ng) and human plasma RNA (∼1–10 ng), which we term
‘low input’ and ‘very low input’ due to being significantly
less than the 1 �g recommended RNA input in many com-
mercial kits. This yielded ∼2 and ∼0.2 nM, respectively,
of adapter ligated product prior to MAD-DASH in vitro
digestion. For purposes of determining amounts of excess
Cas9 and sgRNA relative to target DNA when targeting
adapter dimer, we treated the library as if it contained 100%
adapter dimer. While this is certainly an overestimation of
true adapter dimer concentration, we reasoned that because
Cas9/sgRNA DNA-binding activity is more permissive to
sequence variation and distinct from its nuclease activity
(45,48,49), the presence of significant sgRNA sequence sim-
ilarity on all adapter-ligated sequences would yield consid-
erable competitive off-target Cas9/sgRNA binding (but not
cleavage). We thus used a high molar excess of Cas9 in-
put (5 �g, 30 �M) and adapter dimer targeting sgRNA in-
put (7.5 �g, 232.5 �M), which yielded final molar excess
relative to target of ∼1500×/∼6000× and ∼15 000×/∼60
000× in brain and plasma RNA, respectively. Identical
Cas9/sgRNA input amounts were used when targeting
hsa-miR-16–5p (likely considerably more in excess to tar-
get), while multiplexing of adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–
5p targeting sgRNA used an identical Cas9 amount and
equal amounts (20%) of each sgRNA in the pool. These
ratios represent a roughly 10-fold increase of those used
in DASH and other sequencing library CRISPR/Cas9 in
vitro digestion methods. However, we found this increase
to render the MAD-DASH protocol robust when depleting
large amounts of adapter dimer and miRNAs and simplify
Cas9/sgRNA-to-target ratios. We expect that varying RNA
input during smRNA-seq library construction may require

more or potentially less Cas9/sgRNA in the in vitro diges-
tion.

Successful depletion of adapter dimer from smRNA-
seq libraries obviates the need to perform low-throughput
denaturing gel separation and cleanup, and consequently
our MAD-DASH smRNA-seq protocol employs a double-
sided SPRI bead size selection for library sequences less
than ∼200 bp, corresponding to insert range up to approx-
imately 75 bp. Because all library preparation steps includ-
ing MAD-DASH and final library cleanup can be done in
a 96-well plate using SPRI beads, throughput is dramati-
cally increased and amenable to automation. We estimate
that average library construction time for a full plate of 96
samples (requiring six denaturing gels followed by extrac-
tion and precipitation in our standard protocol) could be
completed in one day for MAD-DASH smRNA-seq com-
pared to 3–4 days with our standard protocol.

Evaluating the quantitative performance of MAD-DASH in
brain total RNA

To evaluate the effect of reducing adapter dimer and a repre-
sentative highly abundant miRNA (hsa-miR-16–5p) in low
input total brain RNA (50 ng), both alone and in combina-
tion, we generated replicate MAD-DASH no-Cas9/sgRNA
control, adapter dimer MAD-DASH, hsa-miR-16–5p
MAD-DASH and combined adapter dimer/hsa-miR-16–
5p MAD-DASH smRNA-seq libraries and analyzed the
normalized abundances of adapter dimer in both gel ex-
tracted and bead cleaned up samples (Figure 2A). With sm-
RNA region gel extraction, adapter dimer represents an av-
erage 0.33% read fraction, which is reduced further by 8.9×
(FDR = 3.74 × 10−10) with adapter dimer MAD-DASH. In
bead cleanup samples, MAD-DASH significantly depleted
adapter dimer from an average 10.3% to 1.59% read frac-
tion (6.9×, FDR = 6.28 × 10−4) and hsa-mir-16–5p to less
than 0.015% read fraction (56.2×, FDR = 2.34 × 10−233).
Combination of adapter dimer and hsa mir-16–5p MAD-
DASH demonstrated comparable adapter dimer reduction
and less (though still significant) hsa mir-16–5p reduction
(7.7×, FDR = 4.16 × 10−3 and 7.1×, FDR = 1.38 × 10−33,
respectively). MAD-DASH increased non-hsa-miR-16–5p
miRNA and non-miRNA usable reads as much as 23%
(Supplementary Figure S6). Adapter dimer MAD-DASH
in bead cleanup samples was dramatically reduced to within
5.9× of gel extracted samples, which prompted us to further
explore the degree to which overall library quality was af-
fected and whether this level of reduction was sufficient to
generate high quality libraries. We limited further in-depth
differential expression analysis to changes in miRNAs and
adapter dimer sequences and not other read fractions pri-
marily because alignment of non-miRNA smRNAs to the
full reference assembly can be complicated (50) and was not
expected to demonstrate significantly different results.

Like the effect observed when using our 5′ hairpin block-
ing method (22), depletion of highly abundant adapter
dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p results in increased sensitivity
for lowly abundant species. We detected 116 more miRNAs
compared to bead cleanup control replicates, with as many
as 62 more at the commonly used threshold of 10 counts
per million (CPM) (Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure
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Figure 2. MAD-DASH smRNA-seq reduces adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p in human brain total RNA samples. (A) Averaged read fraction of
downsampled and CPM normalized adapter dimer sequences in gel extracted and bead cleanup samples. MAD-DASH in bead cleanup samples significantly
depletes adapter dimer individually and in combination with depletion of hsa-miR-16–5p simultaneously. Asterisks indicate that a given read fraction was
determined to be significantly altered compare to the respective cleanup’s no MAD-DASH control using DESeq2 (FDR < 0.05). (B) Plot depicting
the difference in the number of mature miRNA species reaching a specified count per million threshold between bead cleanup adapter dimer MAD-
DASH smRNA-seq replicates and MAD-DASH control replicates. Downsampling and CPM normalization was performed as described in ‘Materials and
Methods’ section. (C–F) Read counts from normalized replicate groups for bead cleanup treated versus control MAD-DASH samples targeting (C) adapter
dimer (D) hsa-miR-16–5p and (E) adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p (F) adapter dimer compared to gel extracted no-Cas9/sgRNA control. Significantly
different sequences are filled black circles, with those having a log2-fold-change > 1 being labeled with text. Non-significantly different miRNAs are depicted
as open gray circles. Adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p are depicted as red circles with the same gray or black fill to denote significance. Significance was
determined with DESeq2 and set as a Benjamini–Hochberg corrected P-value < 0.05.

S7). Comparison of significant differential expression be-
tween MAD-DASH treated and control replicates demon-
strated highly specific depletion of targeted sequences (Fig-
ure 2C–E). No significant off-targets were observed when
using adapter dimer sgRNAs while hsa-miR-16–5p sgRNA
use resulted in only one significant off target, hsa-mir-195–
5p. hsa-mir-195–5p is a member of the hsa-mir-16–5p seed
region family and shares nearly identical sequence to hsa-
mir-16–5p (Supplementary Table S2). Interestingly, when
hybridized to a library sequence containing hsa-mir-195–5p
the hsa-mir-16–5p sgRNA contains a 1 bp insertion ‘bulge’
at the PAM -2 site, which appears to be well tolerated and
is consistent with prior observations regarding the effect of
sgRNA/DNA insertion/deletions on Cas9 nuclease activ-
ity (51).

To demonstrate that the MAD-DASH smRNA-seq
workflow’s implementation of a SPRI bead cleanup did
not negatively affect library reproducibility compared to
our standard gel extraction method, we next compared
bead cleanup adapter dimer MAD-DASH replicates to

smRNA region gel extracted MAD-DASH control (no-
Cas9/sgRNA) replicates (Figure 2F). Only two miRNAs
(hsa-miR-22–3p and hsa-miR-9–3p) were significantly al-
tered but had minimal log2 fold-changes (∼0.2). As dis-
cussed above, while the adapter dimer fraction in the
MAD-DASH bead cleanup samples was reduced 6.5-fold
to <1.6% of the library, it was still ∼5.9× more abundant
than adapter dimer in the gel extracted control samples. As
correlation may not necessarily be the best metric of re-
producibility in smRNA-seq, we employed DESeq2 to esti-
mate the dispersion as a function of read depth in control
and MAD-DASH treated replicate groups for both gel ex-
tracted and bead cleaned up samples (Supplementary Fig-
ure S8). As expected, dispersion was generally higher at
lower counts and for both cleanup methods MAD-DASH
treatment did not result in greater dispersion amongst repli-
cates and was in fact less dispersed at higher counts.

Taken as a whole, we find that while this iteration of
MAD-DASH is very effective at removing adapter dimer
and not affecting non-targeted sequences, this iteration was
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not equivalent to gel extraction at 50 ng RNA input. Never-
theless, this level of reduction is likely to be more than suf-
ficient to take advantage of the throughput improvements
of the MAD-DASH protocol with minimal increase in cost
and sequencing depth.

Rational design of a modified 5′ adapter improves MAD-
DASH adapter dimer depletion

Although our first iteration of the MAD-DASH smRNA-
seq method successfully depletes adapter dimer, we sought
to optimize the reduction further through rationally modi-
fying the design of our 5′ adapter PAM location. As men-
tioned, our multiplex adapter dimer sgRNA contains ten
base pairs of sequence similarity to both the 3′ adapter
and its respective 5′ adapter. Prior work has demon-
strated that not only does non-sgRNA bound apo-Cas9
possess considerable nonspecific DNA binding ability, but
the Cas9/sgRNA complex is capable of binding compet-
ing target–DNA with 12 matching PAM-proximal bases as
strongly as perfect target sequence (∼1000× longer than
complete mismatch) (45). Our multiplex adapter dimer sgR-
NAs, which have a 10 bp competitor mismatch––10 bp
PAM proximal match––PAM design, are thus expected to
have considerable, lasting off-target binding to competitor
DNA (every non-target molecule in the library) while not
having sufficient sequence similarity to engage the Cas9
HNH/RuvC nuclease domains (48).

With this dynamic in mind, we designed a single 5′
adapter identical to one of our four multiplex 5′ adapters,
save for a single extra C at the start of the base diverse region
that generated a ‘CCA’ plus strand/minus strand ‘NGG’
PAM site 4 bp from the 5′ adapter/3′ adapter junction (Fig-
ure 3A). Our 19 bp modified 5′ adapter sgRNA has a 15 bp
competitor mismatch––4 bp PAM proximal match––PAM
design, and is thus expected to exhibit considerably greater
adapter dimer depletion by limiting competitive binding to
all other adapter ligated sequences. We generated replicate
modified adapter MAD-DASH control (no-Cas9/sgRNA)
and modified adapter dimer MAD-DASH libraries that as
predicted demonstrated significantly greater adapter dimer
depletion compared to our multiplex 5′ adapter samples.
Although our single modified 5′ adapter generated con-
siderably more adapter dimer (likely due to less efficient
capture of miRNAs caused by only one sequence dictat-
ing hybridization and adapter/RNA cofold structure), in
MAD-DASH bead cleanup samples we were able to deplete
adapter dimer an average 30.7× (FDR = 2.36 × 10−23) to
<0.8% average read fraction and achieve near equivalent
read depth of miRNAs (Figure 3B and Supplementary Fig-
ure S9). This yields slightly less adapter dimer average read
fraction compared with gel extracted samples, but they are
statistically equivalent (FDR = 0.998). This represents a
substantially greater reduction than in bead cleaned up mul-
tiplex adapter dimer MAD-DASH samples. This improve-
ment leads to detection of 27 more miRNAs than in gel ex-
tracted control samples, and as many as ∼256 additional
miRNAs (29 at 10 CPM) if compared to modified adapter
bead cleanup control samples (Supplementary Figure S10).

Again, comparison of significant differential expression
between modified adapter dimer MAD-DASH treated and

control replicates demonstrated highly specific depletion,
albeit with more off-targets than our multiplex adapter
MAD-DASH samples (Figure 3C). This is to be expected
due to the reduced number of PAM-proximal bases corre-
sponding to the modified adapter’s minus strand ‘CAGC’
needed for off target mismatch (6 versus 12 bp, i.e. NGG
+ 4 PAM proximal bases or 10 PAM proximal bases).
Significantly altered sequences with log2 fold changes >1
(hsa-miR-342–3p, hsa-miR-154–5p and hsa-miR-487–3p)
all contained ‘CCN’ corresponding to a target strand
‘NGG’ PAM site in the last 7 bp of their sequence (Sup-
plementary Table S2). Interestingly, hsa-miR-487–3p and
hsa-miR-342–3p demonstrate a similar insertion/deletion
sgRNA/DNA bulge phenomenon to that seen with hsa-
miR-195–5p and our hsa-miR-16–5p targeting sgRNA.
As with multiplex adapter dimer MAD-DASH, modified
adapter dimer MAD-DASH yielded equivalent or slightly
less dispersion among replicates compared to controls (Sup-
plementary Figure S11). Importantly, at 50 ng RNA in-
put the improved MAD-DASH efficiency seen using the
modified adapter yields an equivalent reduction in adapter
dimer amounts compared to gel extracted control samples
with minimal effect on library representation, achieving
the desired technical correspondence between our standard
smRNA-seq protocol and MAD-DASH smRNA-seq (Fig-
ure 3D) while dramatically increasing library throughput.

Evaluating MAD-DASH quantitative performance in human
plasma RNA

We next sought to evaluate the utility of MAD-DASH in
clinically relevant samples. The detection of circulating sm-
RNAs in human plasma for discovery of diagnostic and
prognostic biomarkers is an emerging field. However, as
mentioned previously the amount of RNA isolated from
patient plasma samples is minimal, often on the order of
a few ng RNA/ml plasma, leading to low RNA inputs in
smRNA-seq and high levels of adapter dimer formation.
Additionally, certain blood cell-specific miRNAs such as
hsa-miR-16–5p and hsa-miR-150 are highly abundant con-
taminants that limit sensitivity (22,46). We therefore first
applied MAD-DASH smRNA-seq using both our multi-
plex 5′ adapter and our modified 5′ adapter strategy to
replicate libraries generated from human plasma samples
to demonstrate the successful removal of adapter dimer
and hsa-mir16–5p and increase detection of lowly abundant
species.

Because no-Cas9/sgRNA MAD-DASH control plasma
samples yield >95% adapter dimer, dominating the se-
quencing reads making interpretation impossible, we in-
stead designed a qPCR assay (Supplementary Figure S3)
to quantify the reduction in adapter dimer between MAD-
DASH control and treated samples (Figure 4A) before se-
quencing. We observed significant levels of proportional re-
duction when using either the multiplex 5′ adapter (3.4×,
Wilcox P-value < 1.1 × 10−3) or modified 5′ adapter strat-
egy (20.1×, Wilcox P-value < 7.4 × 10−7), with the mod-
ified 5′ adapter MAD-DASH again exhibiting compara-
tively greater reduction. Similar to our method employed
with 50 ng total brain RNA libraries, we confirmed specific
depletion of highly abundant hsa-miR-16–5p by sequenc-
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Figure 3. Rational design of a modified 5′ adapter with alternate PAM site enhances depletion of adapter dimer with MAD-DASH. (A) Design of the
modified 5′ adapter compared to the multiplex 5′ adapter. Compared to the 10 bp competitor mismatch––10 bp competitor match––PAM design used in our
first MAD-DASH iteration, the modified adapter uses 15 bp competitor mismatch––4 bp competitor match––PAM design and is predicted to have as much
as 100-fold less binding to other non-target sequences in the library. Shown are the plus strands of non-PCR tailed sequences. Red boxes indicate the plus
strand sequence corresponding to competitor match sequence in the dsDNA library, while the gray box indicates the sequence corresponding to sequence
that drives adapter dimer target specificity, i.e. competitor mismatch sequence. The yellow box indicates the plus strand location of the ‘NGG’ PAM in
the dsDNA library. sgRNA location is depicted in blue along with the three 5′ ‘G’ nucleotides necessary for high levels of T7 in vitro transcription. (B)
MAD-DASH smRNA-seq using the modified 5′ adapter demonstrates substantially greater depletion of adapter dimer in bead cleanup samples than when
using the multiplex adapter, and achieves a lower average read fraction than in modified adapter MAD-DASH control gel extraction samples. Normalized
read fraction of downsampled and CPM normalized adapter dimer sequences for both adapter strategies are depicted. Reductions of adapter dimer in both
gel extracted and bead cleanup samples were significant (DESeq2 adjusted P-value < 0.05). (C and D) Read counts from normalized replicate treated vs
control groups prepared using the modified 5′ adapter. Bead cleanup MAD-DASH samples depleted of (C) modified adapter dimer and (D) bead cleanup
modified adapter dimer compared to gel extracted no-Cas9/sgRNA modified adapter control are shown. Significantly different sequences are filled black
circles, with those having a log2-fold-change > 1 being labeled with text. Non-significantly different miRNAs are depicted as open gray circles. Adapter
dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p are depicted as red circles with the same grey or black fill to denote significance. Significance was determined with DESeq2 and
set as a Benjamini–Hochberg corrected P-value < 0.05

ing gel extracted plasma control and MAD-DASH samples
(54.5×, FDR = 8.86 × 10−225). This demonstrated similar
specificity to that of brain RNA samples, with only hsa-
miR-195–5p as an off-target (Figure 4B). In the case of the
modified adapter MAD-DASH samples, there was still a
significant reduction in residual adapter dimer remaining
after gel extraction (Figure 4C).

Although these experiments demonstrate the efficacy and
specificity of MAD-DASH in combination with gel ex-
traction for very low input samples, we sought to evalu-
ate whether MAD-DASH alone could provide equivalent
results to gel extraction of the smRNA region, as demon-
strated with 50 ng total brain RNA. We generated an addi-
tional four modified adapter dimer MAD-DASH smRNA-
seq samples from independent human plasma samples and
only performed bead cleanup prior to sequencing. Al-
though adapter dimer was significantly reduced to 43.6%

average read fraction, there remained 5.6× (FDR = 5.31 ×
10−4) greater adapter dimer when compared to smRNA re-
gion gel extracted control samples at 20.3 % average read
fraction (Figure 4D). Moreover, there was a greater num-
ber of short fail reads and fewer non-miRNA usable reads.
Similar results (11.4×, FDR = 1.42 × 10−4) were obtained
when comparing average read fractions in libraries prepared
from the same plasma samples and subjected to our stan-
dard miRNA-seq protocol that gel excises 145 bp miRNA
containing libraries, currently the most widely used method
for adapter removal and achieving high miRNA read frac-
tion. While the combined MAD-DASH and gel extraction
samples yielded a dramatic increase in detection of possi-
bly informative, lowly expressed miRNAs, adapter dimer
MAD-DASH alone compared to miRNA band gel ex-
tracted samples yielded a small but consistent reduction in
the number of detected miRNAs at a given count threshold
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Figure 4. MAD-DASH smRNA-seq reduces adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p in human plasma samples. (A) Adapter dimer concentrations in control
or treated MAD-DASH smRNA-seq replicates (n = 3 in each group) made using the multiplex 5′ adapter (magenta) or the modified 5′ adapter (blue)
were determined using qPCR and a synthetic adapter dimer library standard. Multiplex adapter sample concentration were adjusted 4× to account for
the three other equimolar multiplex adapters. (B and C) Sequencing read counts from gel extracted, normalized replicate groups are plotted for treated vs
control MAD-DASH samples using either (B) multiplex adapters and targeting hsa-miR-16–5p, or using (C) modified adapter and targeting adapter dimer.
hsa-miR-16–5p depletion would not expected to vary between multiplex versus modified adapter use due to an identical sgRNA/PAM location. Adapter
dimer depletion depicted in (C) represents a depletion of residual adapter dimer remaining after gel extraction, indicating that modified adapter dimer
MAD-DASH can yield significant library improvements even when using traditional library cleanup methods. As in previous figures, significantly different
sequences are filled black circles, with those having a log2-fold-change > 1 being labeled with text. Non-significantly different miRNAs are depicted as
open gray circles. Adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p are depicted as red circles with the same grey or black fill to denote significance. Significance was
determined with DESeq2 and set as a Benjamini–Hochberg corrected P-value < 0.05. (D) Averaged read fraction of downsampled and CPM normalized
adapter dimer sequences, hsa-miR-16–5p, non-hsa-miR-16–5p miRNAs and non-miRNA usable reads (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) in modified
adapter control miRNA band gel extracted (abbreviated as GE) samples, bead cleanup adapter dimer MAD-DASH samples and control and adapter
dimer MAD-DASH smRNA region GE samples (E) Plot depicting the difference in the number of mature miRNA species reaching a specified count per
million threshold between gel extracted or bead cleanup MAD-DASH plasma samples targeting adapter dimer. Downsampling and CPM normalization
was performed as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. (F) Sequencing read counts from normalized replicate groups are plotted for bead cleanup
adapter dimer MAD-DASH versus miRNA band gel control extracted samples. Significantly different sequences are filled black circles, with those having
a log2-fold-change > 1 and a base mean of 100 being labeled with text to prevent overlapping labels of more lowly abundant significant sequences. Non-
significantly different miRNAs are depicted as open gray circles. Adapter dimer and hsa-miR-16–5p are depicted as red circles with the same gray or black
fill to denote significance. Significance was determined with DESeq2 and set as a Benjamini–Hochberg corrected P-value < 0.05.

(Figure 4E). However, bead cleanup with MAD-DASH still
generated usable quantity of miRNA reads at an average
read fraction of 11.3% versus 22.9% and 32.2% for smRNA
region or miRNA band gel extracted samples (Figure 4D),
with a high degree of correlation (Spearman rho = 0.827,
R2 = 0.987) to miRNA band gel extracted control samples
(Figure 4F).

To further assess library quality and reproducibility in
these human plasma samples, we again estimated disper-
sion amongst bead cleanup replicates relative to miRNA-
band gel extracted controls which showed overall equiv-
alence, with MAD-DASH bead cleanup samples having
slightly less dispersion at higher counts (Supplementary
Figure S12A). To more completely ensure that MAD-
DASH alone did not significantly affect non-targeted se-
quences and calculation of differential expression, we calcu-
lated fold-changes between all possible sample pairs within
MAD-DASH samples and the miRNA-band gel extracted

controls (Supplementary Figure S12B). Fold changes were
highly concordant among MAD-DASH treated and con-
trol matched replicate pairs, with an average pairwise Spear-
man coefficient of correlation of 0.80, consistent with that
seen in our previous work using blocking hairpin oligonu-
cleotides (22). Relative to the smRNA-region extracted
MAD-DASH and control plasma samples, bead cleanup
MAD-DASH versus miRNA band gel extracted control
plasma samples had a slightly greater number of signifi-
cantly differentially expressed miRNAs with FDR < 0.05
(n = 15 and n = 23, respectively) (Supplementary Table S3),
with some of the discrepancy accounted for in miRNAs
with lower base mean CPM (<10). Previously identified
miRNAs with 3′ proximal ‘NGG’ PAM sites such as hsa-
miR-342–3p and hsa-miR-150–5p were amongst the con-
sistently differentially expressed sequences, and as expected
differentially expressed miRNAs with base means greater
than 10 CPM tended to be consistently altered amongst
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replicates (Supplementary Figure S13). These analyses in-
dicate that while library cleanup and extraction method
impacts library quality, modified adapter dimer MAD-
DASH has limited effects on reproducibility and differen-
tial expression with generally consistent and predictable off-
targets.

Thus, unlike with low input (∼50 ng), with very low in-
put (single ng levels) samples employing our current MAD-
DASH protocol alone does not yield technical correspon-
dence to gel separation methods. Nevertheless, it does en-
able sufficient library quality in cases where the increased
throughput afforded is desirable, especially in circumstances
using high-sequencing depth. In combination with gel ex-
traction, however, adapter dimer MAD-DASH again yields
significant reduction in adapter dimer compared to gel ex-
traction alone. Importantly, we also demonstrate the abil-
ity of MAD-DASH to selectively deplete highly abundant
hsa-miR-16–5p from plasma samples with the expected in-
crease in non-hsa-miR-16–5p read depth. In principle, ex-
tension of MAD-DASH to smRNA-seq samples generated
from other biofluids such as cerebrospinal fluid should ne-
cessitate only the initial detection of non-informative highly
abundant sequences to be depleted along with adapter
dimer for greatest effect.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have adapted CRISPR/Cas9 in vitro di-
gestion for the removal of adapter dimer and highly abun-
dant smRNA species during smRNA-seq library prepara-
tion. These sequences limit the ability to detect lowly ex-
pressed smRNAs and in the case of adapter dimer necessi-
tate arduous, low-throughput denaturing gel size-selection
steps. MAD-DASH is a single, simple workflow that ren-
ders the need for gel extraction unnecessary in favor of
a SPRI bead based size selection (Figure 5). We estimate
that the increased library construction cost when incorpo-
rating MAD-DASH is <$10 per sample using commer-
cially purchased Cas9 and in vitro transcription kits. These
costs are likely to be easily covered by the dramatic in-
crease in throughput and ensuing time savings in large scale
sequencing projects. This may be particularly true if au-
tomation is employed, which MAD-DASH makes possi-
ble by allowing for all steps to be performed ‘on-plate’.
We have designed and optimized the MAD-DASH proto-
col specifically for smRNA-seq, though like the original
DASH CRISPR/Cas9 in vitro digestion methodology it is
inherently generalizable to other library preparation meth-
ods with significant adapter dimer amounts. Frequently,
however, adapter dimers are much smaller and more eas-
ily separable from insert-containing libraries in other appli-
cations, underscoring the special utility of MAD-DASH in
smRNA-seq.

We demonstrate that our MAD-DASH smRNA-seq li-
brary protocol can deplete adapter dimer and targeted
miRNAs with very high specificity that is consistent with
known sequence-dependent CRISPR/Cas9 on-/off- target
discrimination. We show ability to deplete adapter dimer
up to an average 30.7× to <1% of library fraction and
reduce abundant hsa-miR-16–5p up to 54.5× in human
plasma RNA to below <1%. Additionally, we have demon-

strated a rational basis for modifying PAM site and re-
sulting adapter dimer targeting sgRNA location to ad-
dress the uniquely problematic competitive-binding dynam-
ics present in MAD-DASH smRNA-seq that result from ev-
ery sequence in the library having significant sequence simi-
larity. While our modified 5′ adapter MAD-DASH exhibits
predictably more off-targets, these effects are expected and
consistent. While outside the scope of this study, it is ex-
pected that further optimizing adapter design with both the
dynamics of smRNA ligation efficiency and MAD-DASH
depletion efficiency in mind will lead to further improve-
ments in MAD-DASH implementation. Substitution of S.
pyogenes Cas9 with other Cas9 variants or Cas9 with en-
gineered alternative PAM specificities (52,53) can expand
the limited targeting space in MAD-DASH, allowing for
more customizable workflows. Although RNA-targeting
CRISPR enzymes have recently been described (54,55) and
could provide a substitute for Cas9 in an RNA-targeting
MAD-DASH protocol, these enzymes have been shown to
have considerable non-specific RNA cleavage when used in
vitro which would almost assuredly reduce MAD-DASH
specificity and reproducibility. Nevertheless, the most com-
mon commercial smRNA-seq library generation kits use
‘NGG’ PAM-site containing adapters that are completely
consistent with implementation of MAD-DASH with few
changes to their published protocols (Supplementary Ta-
ble S4). Importantly, because MAD-DASH can not only
remove adapter dimer but also other abundant smRNAs,
it can also yield improvements in smRNA-seq methods al-
ready designed to limit adapter dimer formation by us-
ing chemically modified adapters or employing template-
switching instead of adapter ligation.

Despite its utility, certain limitations in the use of MAD-
DASH exist, primarily driven by the aforementioned dy-
namics of adapter dimer formation at varying RNA in-
puts. Although we have demonstrated relative equivalence
of MAD-DASH at low RNA input (50 ng, or 20-times
less than the 1 �g recommended by many kits, such as
Illumina’s TruSeq small RNA library kit), sufficient re-
moval of adapter dimer to generate similar equivalence
at very-low single ng levels remains challenging. At this
time, further optimization of MAD-DASH reaction con-
ditions or sgRNA targeting strategy is necessary to pro-
vide a perfect replacement of gel separation at these in-
put levels. Other strategies, such as increasing input (admit-
tedly difficult with RNA isolated from clinical biofluids),
improvement in adapter design limiting pre-MAD-DASH
adapter dimer formation, or advances in sequencing tech-
nology generating more reads per dollar (such as with Illu-
mina’s NovaSeq) may help to overcome this issue. Neverthe-
less, even at very low inputs our MAD-DASH smRNA-seq
protocol still yields an average 12% miRNA read fraction
(roughly 30–50% that seen in equivalent samples with var-
ious ranges of gel extraction), enabling sufficient use-case
in many high-volume clinical studies where throughput and
not sequencing cost may be the primary concern.

The use of dual randomer sequences in adapters to im-
prove ligation efficiency and thus accurate miRNA repre-
sentation (16) is likely to hinder the use of MAD-DASH for
adapter dimer depletion unless care is taken to design a con-
sistent 17–20 bp sgRNA targetable region. Additionally, the
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Figure 5. Illustration of MAD-DASH and standard smRNA-seq workflows. While MAD-DASH involves an extra PCR amplification in addition to the
MAD-DASH CRISPR/Cas9 in vitro digestion, the extra ∼3 h to accomplish this relative to finishing the PCR in our standard protocol are more than
offset by no longer needing to perform gel extraction, DNA recovery and library concentration. For nearly a hundred samples, we estimate that researcher
time for smRNA-seq library construction can be reduced to only 1 day using MAD-DASH smRNA-seq and that this throughput can be further improved
with greater protocol familiarity or automation.

impact of the dynamics of competitive-binding on MAD-
DASH when using other adapters remains to be explored.
Finally, as described for other CRISPR/Cas9 based deple-
tion methods (35,37), cleaved sequences still contain intact
P5 and P7 flow-cell binding sequences, which although not
able to be amplified during bridge-amplification can still
bind to the flow cell during initial hybridization. While our
cleaved adapter sequences are small enough to be partially
removed by the lower limit of SPRI bead binding, MAD-
DASH samples may require sequencing a greater library
concentration relative to conventional methods. The extent
to which these possible technical issues impact library qual-
ity and their resolution is the subject of future work.

In conclusion, our MAD-DASH smRNA-seq proto-
col provides a robust, high-throughput method to deplete
adapter dimer and unwanted highly abundant smRNAs in
a manner analogous to rRNA and globin reduction from
mRNA-seq libraries and thus overcomes a significant ob-
stacle in the use of smRNA-seq in large scale sequencing
projects.
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